CLASS UKG
BLOCK COMMENTARY - WEEK NO. 16
BLOCK – 7: Ways to Travel

Date: 16th August – 19th August 2022

From the Desk of UKG Teachers
In this block, students will learn that we use different kinds of vehicles depending on how far we need to
go and how fast we need to get there.
Students will learn about:
 Science Time: Different modes of vehicles that move on air, water, and land. They will also learn
about special vehicles used during an emergency.
 Maths Time: Numbers 11 and 12. Simple 3-D Shapes and create patterns with them. They will
also learn to identify and write ‘Between’ numbers 21 - 50.
 English Time: Characters, events of a story/poem. Make ‘e’ family words and also write
‘e’ sound words with pictures.
 IInd Language (Telugu/Hindi): Students will learn to identify and write letters.
 Life Skills: Lesson ‘I Do Not Do Unsafe Things’
In this block students will engage in games with classmates, where they find solutions and share things
during Circle Time. In Play Time, they will catch a large ball with both hands and kick a ball at a given
target with accuracy. In Art Time, students will make models of 3-D shapes and spread soft food items
using a plastic knife under supervision.
At home, students could be encouraged to try an alternate way of travelling with their parents. If you
usually travel by car, try taking the bus or car over the weekend. At mealtime, students can find
repeating patterns with the forks, spoons, plates and bowls laid out on the table.
EVENT: 19-8-2022-Krishnashtami Celebration
Class Teachers:
UKG - A - Ms. N. Aruna
UKG - B - Ms. Shamina Ramesh
UKG - C - Ms. S. Anupama
UKG - D - Ms. Ch. Aruna
UKG - E - Ms. Aarathi
Co -Teachers: Ms. K. Bhagyasri, Ms. Radhika

